
PLAY TO 
LEARN.
LEARN 
TO WIN.
Logitech G solutions for 
education and esports



It began in 1981 with a singular vision: Create memorable 
experiences in a digital world. From the forests of Lausanne, 
Switzerland all the way to Silicon Valley, Logitech has 
pioneered a legacy of industry firsts—from the first cordless 
mouse in 1984 to the thumb-trackball, laser mouse, and more.

From work to play and beyond, Logitech continues our legacy of 
industry firsts that has expanded into an entire family of brands.

BORN TO WIN



OUR BRANDS



LOGITECH G 
IS FOR  
THE PLAYERS



The passionate explorers,

Pushing forward

Through challenges.

Defying expectations.

Driven by the spirit of play,

And the determination

To find what’s next.



The right peripherals can make learning more accessible, 
fun, and engaging. And when combined with the rising 
popularity of esports in schools, the need for reliable 
and high-performance devices becomes an absolute 
essential in every classroom and computer lab.

MORE ENGAGING
Like traditional extracurricular activities, esports 
positions students for success, engaging them with 
their education.

MORE INCLUSIVE
Whether it’s for class, clubs, or competition, 
esports welcomes players of every background, 
every age, and every identity.

MORE SKILLS
Gaming is a social experience that teaches invaluable 
life skills: Collaboration, strategic thinking, emotional 
intelligence, and creativity.

MORE LEARNING
Students in esports are far more likely to be interested 
in STEM subjects (science, technology, engineering, 
and math).

MORE OPPORTUNITY
The real win is exposing students to potential career 
paths like game design, marketing, management, 
and more.

CLASS IS  
IN SESSION





The innovative and award-winning Logitech G portfolio 
is purpose-built for the world’s most passionate players, 
wherever they learn, and however they play, from pitch-
perfect headsets to lightning-fast keyboards and mice.

DURABLE
Whatever students can dish out, Logitech G devices 
can take it. Drop them. Bend them. Scratch them. 
Our portfolio is ready for every victory, every 
defeat, every time.

DESIGN
Play without reservations. These devices undergo 
countless hours of engineering, testing, and 
refinement before they reach the arena or lab.

CUSTOMIZABLE
Turn gaming into another form of self-expression 
with products that let students tailor their gear to 
their precise playing setups, preferred visual settings, 
or even match their team’s color scheme.

BUILT 
WITHOUT 
LIMITS



“It helps me be as precise 
and confident as I need to 
be so we can win. I used to 
think wireless was too slow 
for gaming, but now I am on 
the world stage completely 
confident in the performance 
of my Logitech G LIGHTSPEED 
wireless mouse.”

G502 HERO™ 
LIGHTSPEED
Black
910-005270

G915 TKL
Carbon Tactical
920-009495

G733 LIGHTSPEED 
Headset

Lilac
981-000889

BJERGSEN



PREPARE FOR LAUNCH
Lay the groundwork for a potential lifetime of 
gaming memories by giving your players and 
teams what they need to train and win.

PRIMARY EDUCATION / K12

Schedule playing time after school 
when your students can focus and 
more Internet bandwidth is available.

Empower students by delegating decision-
making to them. Let them research what they 
need for their preferred games and report back.

Ensure your gaming space is separate from 
other shared computer resources, making 
it easier to manage and monitor.

PRO TIPS



WIRED

WIRELESS

  Black 
920-008083

G213 PRODIGY 
Gaming-grade 
performance with 
Mech-Dome keys, spill-
resistant and durable, 
and LIGHTSYNC RGB

 White 
910-005791

 Black
910-005790

Blue 
910-005792

 Lilac
910-005851

G203 LIGHTSYNC
Classic 6-button design, 
gaming-grade sensor 
with 8,000 max DPI and 
LIGHTSYNC RGB

  Mint 
981-001023

 Black
981-000977

 White 
981-001017

G335 Headset
Multi-platform 
compatibility, comfortable 
suspension headband, 
and lightweight at  
0.52 pounds

 White 
910-005289

 Black
910-005280

Blue
910-006012

  Lilac 
910-006020

 KDA 
910-006051

 Mint
910-006376

  Off-White 
and Lilac 
981-001073

  Blue and 
Raspberry 
981-001061

  Black and 
Neon Yellow 
981-001049

  Black 
920-008386

G435 Headset
Durability up to 70 million 
clicks, LIGHTSPEED or 
Bluetooth® enabled, battery 
life up to 18 months

Lightning-quick response 
time, durable design, 
and up to 250 hours on a 
single AA battery

Eco-friendly design that’s 
optimized for smaller 
heads and up to 18 hours 
of play time

G613 LIGHTSPEED G305 LIGHTSPEED

Keyboard 
Wired: G213  

Wireless: G613

No matter the game, no  
matter the skill level, you  
need a reliable keyboard 

to connect to all the action.

Keyboard + Mouse
Wired: G213 + G203 

Wireless: G613 + G305

Amp up their performance  
with the addition of an agile  
and responsive mouse that  

also matches their personality.

Keyboard + Mouse + Headset 
Wired: G213 + G203 + G335

Wireless: G613 + G305 + G435

Fully immerse your students  
in the game with a complete 
package of gear that leaves 

no detail to chance.

LEVEL ONE LEVEL TWO LEVEL THREE



DEVELOP A DYNASTY
UNIVERSITY / COLLEGIATE 

Specify whether you’re running a varsity or a 
student-run organization. Each comes with 
its own challenges and facility needs.

Attracting players may take a little creativity—
or a convincing offer. Try promoting your 
program with targeted marketing or 
recruiting top-tier talent with scholarships 
and other financial aid opportunities.

Brush up on eligibility rules. Much like the 
NCAA, organizations like the National 
Association of Collegiate Esports (NACE) 
and CSL Esports require specific guidelines 
for competition. 

PRO TIPS

At the next level, student gamers need every 
advantage at their disposal to compete with 
more experienced players and higher stakes.



WIRED

WIRELESS

G815 LIGHTSYNC 
High-performance low-
profile GL Mechanical 
gaming switches, ultra-
thin at 22mm height and 
LIGHTSYNC RGB

  Black 
910-005469

  Black 
981-000748

G502 HERO G635 Headset
Competition-level sensor 
up to 25,600 DPI, 11 fully 
programmable buttons, 
and repositionable weight 
options

PRO-G 50mm low 
distortion drivers, DTS 
Headphone:X 2.0 surround 
sound, LIGHTSYNC RGB, 
and flip-to-mute boom mic

  Black 
910-005565

  Black 
English Tactile 
920-008902

  Black 
English Linear 
920-008954

  Black 
English Clicky 
920-009103

G502 LIGHTSPEED
Sophisticated design, 
pro-grade wireless, 
advanced LIGHTSYNC 
RGB, and low-profile 
mechanical GL switches

Battery life up to 60 hours, 
25,6000 DPI, 1 ms response 
rate, and ultralightweight* 

*POWERPLAY capable. Available 
in select regions.

G915 LIGHTSPEED

Blue 
981-000942

 KDA 
981-000989

 Lilac
981-000889

 White 
981-000882

 Black
981-000863

G733 Headset
Comfortable, dual-layer 
memory foam, ultralight-
weight, and immersive, 
next-gen DTS Headphone: 
X 2.0 surround sound 

Keyboard 
Wired: G815 

Wireless: G915

Whether studying organic 
chemistry or planning the next 

grudge match, gamers need 
versatility at their fingertips.

Keyboard + Mouse 
Wired: G815 + G502 HERO 

Wireless: G915 +  
G502 LIGHTSPEED 

Stock your lab with a one-two 
punch: advanced mechanical 

switches and fully  
programmable buttons.

Keyboard + Mouse + Headset 
Wired: G815 + G502 HERO + G635 

Wireless: G915 +  
G502 LIGHTSPEED + G733

See. React. Dominate. Make 
split-second reactions and stay 
in crystal-clear communication 

with teams and fans.

LEVEL ONE LEVEL TWO LEVEL THREE

  Black 
English Tactile 
920-008984

  Black 
English Linear 
920-009000

  Black 
English Clicky  
920-009087



ANNE MUNITIONDRLUPO

ALL GEARED UP

For Logitech G players Anne Munition and DrLupo, ordinary 
never makes the cut. That’s why they prefer gear that 
gives them the upper hand in games and streaming.

“I've used their 
stuff for forever.  
The products they  
put out are fantastic.”

“I've been super 
impressed with their 
dedication to next-gen, 
quality, professional 
gaming equipment.”

CREATE YOUR LEGEND
PRO

When you reach the top of the mountain, there’s only room for 
the best. With Logitech G Pro X peripherals, teams have what 
they need to stay above the competition.

Scan the codes below to hear their gear

LEVEL ONE

Keyboard + Mouse 
Wired: PRO X + PRO 
Wireless: G915 TKL + 
PRO X SUPERLIGHT

Be lighter, faster, and 
stronger than other student 

gamers using the most 
popular tech in the industry.



WIRELESS

WIRED

  Black Tactile 
920-009230

 Black Linear
920-009231

  Black Clicky 
920-009229

 Shroud Linear
920-009846

PRO X 
Swappable pro-
grade switches, 12 
programmable F-Key 
Macros, TKL design for 
extra mouse movement, 
and LIGHTSYNC RGB

  Black 
910-005270

PRO Mouse
Competition-level HERO 
sensor up to 25,600 DPI 
and capable of 400+ 
IPS, mechanical button 
tensioning system, and 
rigorously tested for 
longevity

  Black 
981-000817

PRO X Headset
6mm mic with Blue VO!CE 
technology, leatherette-
wrapped memory foam, 
pro-grade processing 
sound card, and PRO-G 
50mm drivers

  Black 
910-005878

 White
910-005940

  Black 
981-000906

 Shroud
981-000956

  Carbon 
Tactile 
920-009495

  Carbon 
English Linear 
920-009512

  Carbon 
English Clicky 
920-009529

 White 
Tactile 
920-009660

Super-fast 1 ms performance, 
hours of non-stop gaming 
on a single charge, and 
personalizable per-key 
RGB lighting

Lightweight design, 
advanced low-latency 
LIGHTSPEED wireless, 
sub-micron precision 
with HERO 25K sensor

Pro-grade comms and 
precision with PRO-G 
50 mm drivers, next-gen 
surround sound, and 
Blue VO!CE

G915 TKL PRO X SUPERLIGHT PRO X Wireless

Keyboard + Mouse + Headset 
Wired: PRO X + PRO + PRO X Wireless

Wireless: G915 TKL +  
PRO X SUPERLIGHT + PRO X

Teach the competition a lesson of your own. 
Equipped with the best all-around sound and 

switches, your students can make the winner’s 
circle their second home.

Logitech Mevo Start
Made for pro players and content 
creators alike, this 1080p webcam 
boasts a 3.6mm lens with an 
83.7-degree viewing angle 
alongside a built-in tripod.

  Black 
981-000956

LEVEL TWO



Get the tools to win
logitechg.com
support.logi.com

© 2022 Logitech. All rights reserved. All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners.

Ready to play your way? 
Contact our team at   
educationus@logitech.com




